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POINTCOUNTERPOINT

Russia has acknowledged
for the first time that it
doesn’t have enough

equipment for mobilised sol-
diers in its war against
Ukraine, especially the mis-
siles. Kremlin spokesman
Dmitry Peskov told reporters
on October 26 that there are
issues with equipment for the
hundreds of thousands of men
being sent to fight in Ukraine
under President Vladimi Putin’s
partial mobilisation decree.

Ukrainian servicemen
checked their weapons at a
position on the frontline in
eastern Ukraine’s Donetsk
region, on October 24, 2022,
amid Russian invasion of
Ukraine. Peskov said a newly-
formed council created by
Putin is working on resolving
problems with equipment.
“Vigorous measures taken to

rectify the situation are already
yielding the first positive
results,” he said.

Putin on October 25 held
the first official meeting of his
coordinating council for mil-
itary supply and logistics. It
was created on October 21,
and seeks to ensure that his
military has adequate sup-
plies in the war. According to
the Kremlin’s website, the
council was established “to
meet any needs that arise dur-
ing the course of the special
military operation”. That
includes supplies and repair of
armament, military and special
equipment, materials, medical
and sanitary services, mainte-
nance and other activities,
and logistics, according to
Russian media.

Putin appointed Russian
Prime Minister Mikhail

Mishustin as the council’s
head, while Dmitry
Grigorenko, a deputy prime
minister and chief of the gov-
ernment staff, and Manturov,
will act as Mishustin’s deputies.
The council is expected to
report to Putin weekly.

Putin said on October 14
that his “partial mobilisation”
was nearly complete, and that
222,000 troops had been draft-
ed so far. Russia’s Defense
Minister Sergei Shoigu said on
September 21 that Russia
would be targeting 300,000
reservists and ex-military per-
sonnel with “certain military
specialties and relevant expe-
rience”. Alexander Štupun,
spokesperson for the General
Staff of the Armed Forces of
Ukraine, said on October 7
that Putin’s troops are strug-
gling to obtain equipment and

armor. “There are significant
problems with the material
support of the mobilization
measures carried out by the
military leadership of the
Russian Federation. Thus, at
the beginning of October, of
the 8,000 [mobilized] persons
staying at the base of the
Novosibirsk Higher
Command School, no more
than half were provided with
military uniforms,” Štupun
said.

The Security Service of
Ukraine (SSU) said that it
intercepted a Russian soldier’s
phone conversation in which
he complained about a lack of
equipment and weapons, while
videos on Russian social net-
works have shown conscript-
ed men with rusty weapons.
The shortage of missiles is a
crippling problem for Russia,

though could soon be solved
by the expected delivery of
short-to-medium-range mis-
siles from Iran. The Russian
Iskander missiles are not being
regularly manufactured by
Russia because of its serious
involvement in the war against
Ukraine.

The Iskander short-range
ballistic missile system was
developed in the 1980s and has
been in use by the Russian mil-
itary since. The missile system
is capable of firing a number
of conventional warheads and
has been used during the
Ukraine conflict to fire cluster
munitions. It is also capable of
firing nuclear warheads.
Missiles launched by the sys-
tem can travel up to 500 km.

Iskander missiles can be
launched in 16 minutes from
a mobile launcher, and a sec-

ond missile can be launched
within less than a minute. A
dwindling supply of these
rockets will make it significant-
ly harder for Russia to contin-
ue its campaign of missile
strikes on civilian infrastruc-
ture in major cities across
Ukraine.

Ukrainian Air Force
spokesman Yuriy Ihnat
described how the Russian
military has changed its targets
to minimize the loss of any
remaining missiles. “The
enemy is facing severe short-
ages of Iskander missiles.
They’ve already used up their
core stocks,” Ihnat said. “We
see that the enemy is no longer
interested in military targets, in
troops or other strategic sites,”
said Ihnat, adding that Russia
is also turning to North Korea
for more missiles.

Intelligence directorate
chief Kyrylo Budanov and
Ukrainian Pravda revealed
that just 13 per cent of Russia’s
Iskander missiles were left.
“About 13 per cent remains for
Iskanders, about 43 per cent
for Kalibr-PL, Kalibr-NK mis-
siles, and about 45 per cent for
Kh-101 and Kh-555 missiles.
It is generally very dangerous
to fall below 30 per cent,
because it already goes to NZ
[intact reserve],” Budanov said.

Iran reportedly promised
to send surface-to-surface mis-
siles to Iran, as well as more
drones earlier this month. A
deal is understood to have
been agreed on October 6.
Shortage of weapons, defence
equipment, manpower and
missiles is a big setback to
Russia that may force Putin to
declare ceasefire in Ukraine.
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(The author is a retired
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Every night, before she goes to
bed, Tara, all of five and a half
years of age, has a ritual with her
parents, Neha and Saumitra.
They change into pyjamas, set

up their bed and then prop open their
copy of Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls:
100 Tales of Extraordinary Women. Tara
will go on to read bedtime stories about
100 women whose stories have broadened
horizons for other women all over 
the world.

Today, I’ve been invited over to also
be a part of this cozy reading session.
Together, they go through this book
almost every night - scanning and re-
scanning their most beloved stories.
Tara isn’t the only girl growing up on this
staple diet of a vivid imaginations of
everything women can do - today, the
book has not only sold more than a mil-
lion copies worldwide, it has also been
translated into 47 languages, and is now
a part of a franchise that includes its sec-
ond part, and an equally strong variant
for young boys.

“The best thing about the book: all the
stories are bite-sized,” says Saumitra, a lin-
guist and an entrepreneur. Each story is
only one page long, with an accompany-
ing illustration of every character. Tara’s
favourite story is Mary Kom. It is both
relatable and exciting for her.

“We discuss one story each night,
then watch a video about the icon in the
story, and then Tara has a bunch of ques-
tions which we try to discuss with her,”
says Neha, an entrepreneur and political
scientist. The book has been recommend-
ed to the young parents by their friends’
and they themselves have recommended
the book to several other friends.

Although published by Penguin, a
well-known publication house, the story
of the making of the book is just as inter-
esting as the book itself. To quote co-
authors Elena Favalli and Francesca
Cavallo, this book is also special because
of “the record-breaking amount of money
we raised through crowdfunding (more
than one million dollars! Good Night
Stories for Rebel Girls is the most fund-
ed original book in the history of crowd-
funding), the astonishing number of
backers from more than 70 countries, and
the privilege of working with dozens of
unbelievably talented female artists from
all over the world”.

The book has inspired parents, who
want to instill a culture of progressive
reading, to buy and read books that
reimagine the world for their daughters.
The written form of the book - reimag-
ined creative f iction of real life 
stories - is an interesting take on three of
the most predominant literature styles
that cater to young girls - biography, fairy
tales and graphic novels. Stories which
start with ‘Once Upon a Time’ open a pos-
sibility for a young reader’s mind to imag-
ine stories of achievements already real-
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(The author is a
development worker
from Maharashtra:
Charkha Features)

ized in real life.
In the end, the book also has

a small template for writing their
own stories and drawing their
own portraits, a format which
encourages a young mind to think
of possibilities of everything they
can do! When I started reading
this book to Ruhi, my niece, who
has just turned six, I realized that
this book made difficult conver-
sations inescapable.

“What does rebel mean?” she
asked us. My father: “A trouble-
maker?” My mother dismissed
him and said, “No, it’s someone
who stands up for herself and
everything she believes in.”
Undoubtedly, the word ‘rebel’
itself makes it okay for girls to not
be “good girls” all the time - a
pressure that has literally cut off
most of the dreams up to my gen-
eration. As we thumbed through
the book, Ruhi had questions. Not
just one, but a hundred.

Woven through narratives of
different kinds of achievement,
not just competitive ones, this
book will demand adults to think
through difficult questions of
gender, nations, race, discrimina-
tion, inequality, love, gendered
expression, marriage and death
with their younger reading part-
ners. Good. Instead of avoiding
these realities, helping young girls
articulate them will help girls
overcome them.

This book has become a
thoughtful gift for women to pass
on to their nieces and nephews. A

31-year-old Anandita Ghosh, a
researcher and activist, said: “I’ve
gifted these books to my nieces,
one who was two years old and the
other one was five. The beauty of
the book is that it makes you 
wonder - even as adults, we’re so
set in our ideas and ways. But
reading with children is different.
No one can ask the sort of ques-
tions that young minds do - the
book is best enjoyed in conversa-
tion with children, they compel
you to think.”

The book is not just about sin-
gular journeys that women take
up - it often has interesting non-
female allies. Alfonsina Strada, an
Italian cyclist, set a world record
that was unbeaten for 26 years.
Her parents thought that she
would stop cycling after marriage.
But her partner extended support
by gifting her a cycle as their wed-
ding gift. It’s not all praises though
- stories of ‘iconic’ women in the
book, are also stories of women
who have taken unjust decisions
as leaders - while Margaret
Thatcher has been praised for
being Britain’s first female Prime
Minister, who made it against all
odds, she was also responsible for
neo-imperial policies that
unleashed unprecedented inequal-
ity in the world.

Similarly, the book has been
criticised for touting Aung San
Suu Kyi as a Burmese icon. For
Suu Kyi has also maintained a 
purposeful silence on the geno-
cide of Rohingya Muslims.

However, the book breaks a harsh
reality in a gentle manner to its
readers - inequalities exist, but
their boundaries can and have
been broken.

Saumitra is reading about the
first African-American astronaut,
Mae C Jemison to Tara. How does
one explain ‘race’ to such a young
mind? “Tara is at an age where
she’s able to connect dots. When
she reads about Hilary Clinton
and how only boys were allowed
to be presidents, and two nights
after about Manal Al-Sharif, who
is fighting against Saudi Arabia,
which only allows men to drive,
she understands that rules aren’t
the same for everyone.”

But after reading the stories of
women who have broken the
rules, Tara also takes stands for
herself amongst her cousins and
classmates. As a reader, parents
must also have difficult conversa-
tions around what achievements
of rebellion could look like - a lot
of times achievements also 
operate at more private, 
individual, self,  household 
level - whether it is about leaving
an unequal marriage, or deciding
to heal oneself, or standing by a
loved one, or just pursuing 
excellence for oneself and for no
other reason - achievements need
to be reimagined. This book is 
a gentle prod in that direction, 
but adult readers also need to 
go that extra mile to make
younger minds reimagine rebel-
lion and bravery.
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